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SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE 

Whale migration record 
SIR-We recently confirmed a new long
distance migration record for mammals 
(apart from Homo sapiens). We found 
that a humpback whale (Megaptera 
novaeangliae) has migrated from the 
Antarctic peninsula region (64° 20'S; 62° 
27'W) to Colombia (2° 57'N; 78° 12'W). 
The shortest swimming distance between 
these locations is more than 8,334 
kilometres. We identified the whale at 
both locations using photographs of the 
distinctive ventral pigmentation on the tail 
flukes'. The whale was seen in Antarctica 
on 19 April and in Colombia on 28 August 
1986. This is the first time that a hump
back whale has been shown to cross the 
equator, and the first time an Antarctic 
humpback whale has been documented in 
South American waters. This finding has 
interesting implications for the possibility 
of migration between hemispheres. 

The match of pigmentation was found 
by comparing a catalogue of 32 hump
backs identified from the Antarctic penin
sula' and a collection of 86 identified off 
the coast of Colombia. The whale swam 
from Antarctica to Colombia in less than 
5 months. Following the typical hump
back migration strategy of spending sum
mer in high latitudes and winter in low 
latitudes', this whale probably belongs to 
a population that feeds in Antarctica and 
breeds off the coast of Colombia. 

It is also possible that Antarctic penin
sula humpback whales migrate up the 
eastern side of South America to the coast 
of Brazil, where there is another breeding 
ground. The swimming distance from the 
Antarctic peninsula to this area is shorter 
by more than 1,800 kilometres than to the 
Colombian site. This raises the interesting 
possibility that the Antarctic peninsula 
feeding grounds may be an area from 
which humpback whales can cross 
between the South Pacific Ocean and the 
South Atlantic Ocean. It is of interest to 
note that only 1,000 kilometres further 
north of our Colombian study site there is 
a site used during the breeding season by 
humpbacks that feed in the Northern 
Hemisphere (G. H. Steiger, J. Calambo
kidis and R. Sears, unpublished data). 

Despite opposite migration schedules, 
it might be possible for an occasional indi
vidual from the Southern Hemisphere to 
breed with members of this Northern 
Hemisphere population. If this also occur
red on the east side of South America, 
it would offer a mechanism for Baker's 
supposition' that the relatively small 
genetic distance between the North 
Pacific and North Atlantic populations 
could be the result of periodic gene flow 
between oceans. Although previous 
research clearly demonstrates that most 
humpbacks probably do not cross the 
equator or move between oceans, the 
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possibility that individuals occasionally 
might do so has important implications for 
gene flow, population differentiation and 
population management, and deserves 
further study. 
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Rotating gyros 
and gravity 
SIR-The report by Hayasaka and 
Takeuchi' that the gravitational accelera
tion of a rotating mass depends on both 
the magnitude and vectorial direction of 
the angular momentum suggests several 
considerations. It is well known'' that the 
motion of an extended body in the Ein
stein theory of gravitation may depend on 
spin and angular momentum: the free 
motion of an extended mass endowed with 
angular momentum need not be geodesic. 
There are several theories of gravitation 
other than Einstein's in which such effects 
are definitely predicted. Accordingly, 
excitement at the report of this effect 
should focus on its size and asymmetry 
and implications for Einstein's theory of 
gravitation rather than on the question of 
whether it exists. 

The possibility that angular momentum 
may influence the gravitational accelera
tion of a rotating mass was perhaps first 
noted in 1912 by Nordstrom' in a paper in 
which he tried to derive a Lorentz 
invariant theory of gravitation from a sca
lar potential. Nordstrom quoted a com
munication from Einstein, ending: "A 
simple example shows that in such a 
theory a rotating object in a gravitational 
field will have a smaller acceleration than 
one which is not rotating." Einstein's 
arguments were never published, and he 
never. subsequently returned in print to 
the subject. 

Explicit calculations of the effect have 
been published', however. An analogous, 
extremely elementary calculation for the 
Einstein equations shows the effect, in 
contradiction to the results of Papapetrou 

and Synge, to be (precisely) absent for the 
case of a small object with the angular 
momentum vector parallel to the gravita
tional field. 

For the Nordstrom theory and new
tonian theory modified to be compatible 
with special relativity, the gravitational 
acceleration of a rotating object is inde
pendent of both the mass of the object and 
the orientation of the angular momentum 
vector to the field direction. Rather, it 
depends on (roughly) the average tangen
tial speed in the horizontal plane, when 
reduction of the acceleration of gravity is 
of the second order in vic or about 1 
part in 10'0 • Qualitatively, it seems to be 
simply related to the fact that acceleration 
in special relativity depends, inter alia, 
on components of the velocity transverse 
to the acceleration. Similar effects are 
suggested in many other theories of 
gravitation. 

The meticulous nature of the report of 
Hayasaka and Takeuchi allows for further 
experiments by others. It is to be hoped 
that the arrangement of equipment in 
some of these tests would measure the 
dependence of the effect on the mag
nitude of the polar angle of the angular 
momentum vector with respect to the 
vertical. 
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Sunspot cycles 
and climate 
SIR-Geller' in News and Views discussed 
the implications of a report by James and 
James' in which an oscillation of about a 
decade long appeared in power spectra of 
certain output from a model of the global 
troposphere. Because the oscillation was 
generated internally - that is, within the 
atmospheric model, both authors con
cluded that "there is no reason to appeal 
to external forcings to account for ultra
low-frequency atmospheric variability". 
This statement is obviously based on the 
numerous claims made to attribute appro
ximately decadal cycles in climate time
series to forcing by the nominal 11-year 
sunspot cycle, and that so far, no generally 
accepted and quantitatively based 
physical mechanism has been provided 
to explain a connection between solar and 
atmospheric variability. But if the 
new general circulation model simulations 
are correct, they could be interpreted as 
indicating that the search' for a link 
between the sunspot cycle and weather 
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